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Introduction 

The monthly retail sales index is one of the key indicators of the 
progress of the economy and is a major focus of attention for 
retailers, economists and analysts. It is used directly by government 
as an early indicator of how the economy is performing. It is used 
indirectly to calculate quarterly consumer spending on retai l goods 
and the output of the retail sector which feed into the compilation of 
the national accounts. 

The index has been the subject of some criticism in the past. Much 
of this was unjustified but there were weaknesses in the monthly 
retail sales inquiry from which the index was derived. Major 
improvements have been made over the past two years. This article 
describes those improvements and further initiatives designed to 
improve the estimates of consumer spending based on the index. 

Making the monthly retail sales inquiry statutory 

For many years the official retail sales index was compiled from 
monthly figures returned by a voluntary panel of around 3,500 
retailers. The inquiry was generally a reasonably sound indicator of 
trends in the total of retail sales but was occasionally subject to 
significant revisions in total when firmer annual information became 
available and was certainly deficient in the detail. Most large 
retailers contributed but a few major operators in particular areas did 
not, which weakened the index. Moreover, the reluctance of many 
small firms to contribute meant that it was difficult to ensure that the 
index gave an unbiased measure of the performance of the retail 
trade. 

There was increasing concern that the voluntary inquiry did not give 
results that were sufficiently reliable for economic management. In 
November 1991, the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced a 
package of measures designed to improve the reliability of economic 
statistics. This included the decisions to make the retail sales inquiry 
compulsory and expand the size of the panel to 5,000 retailers. 

The simplest approach in setting up the new inquiry would have been 
to include all of the existing volunteers in the compulsory sample. A 
good working relationship was in place with the voluntary panel and 
timely response was being achieved. This approach would not, 
however, have been fair nor would it have met one of the criticisms 
of the index that the voluntary contributors were in part self-selected 
and not necessarily representative of retailers as a whole. The new 
inquiry sample therefore was completely redesigned. 

The 250,000 retailers in Great Britain were divided into 29 different 
types of retailer (such as butchers or jewellers) and then subdivided 
further into cells according to their size. The number of firms to be 
approached in each cell was chosen to ensure that the overall index 
was as reliable as possible given the overall sample size. This 
resulted in all large businesses being approached and a reducing 
fraction of smaller ones. The method of compilation of the index 
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ensures, however, that all types and sizes of retailer are given their 
proper weight in the calculations. This is achieved by allocating each 
cell a weight based on sales information from a larger, more detailed 
annual Retailing Inquiry'. 

The first forms for the improved inquiry were sent out to collect 
information for January 1992. They are simple to complete and ask 
only for a single figure of total retail turnover in a specified four or 
five week period close to the calendar month. Reporting for a whole 
number of weeks as opposed to a calendar month eases the burden 
for most businesses since it is usual to keep records on this basis. The 
approach also aids interpretation of the figures since they are 
independent, for example, of the number of Saturdays in a calendar 
month. The index is a measure of average sales per week within the 
four or five week periods so that comparison across time is not 
hindered by the different lengths of periods. 

Response quickly built up to an adequate level and the official index 
was fully based on the new inquiry from April 1992. The voluntary 
panel was run in parallel for the first three months of 1992 so that a 
firm link could be made between the results of the old and new 
inquiries. The procedures used meant that the average estimate of 
sales in the first quarter was unchanged but improved measures of 
the not seasonally adjusted monthly movements in the quarter were 
constructed and published. 

There is no longer a problem with major firms failing to respond. The 
inquiry is conducted under the Statistics of Trade Act 1947. Firms 
who do not respond could ultimately be liable to prosecution. 
although the Central Statistical Office only reluctantly takes this 
step. 

Calculation of the retail sales index 

The basic method of calculating the index is to use matched pairs of 
returns within each cell to project forward the estimate of sales. In 
other words, returned retail sales figures are compared with those 
supplied by the same businesses in the previous month to calculate 
the percentage change for the sample. This percentage is applied to 
the previous month's estimate of weekly retail sales for all retailers 
represented by the cell. The resulting estimates are aggregated to 
produce weekly sales estimates for individual types of retailer, for 
five broad kinds ofbusiness (such as food retailers, household goods 
retailers, etc) and for all retailers in total. 

The resulting index shows the pattern of average weekly sales in 
current prices- that is, the actual value of "money through the till" 
-over time. However, for some purposes there is more interest in the 
pattern of sales with the effect of price changes removed. To convert 
from a current price to a constant price series, detailed components 
from the Retail Price Index are combined to produce a deflator for 
each of the 29 types of retailer reflecting the mix of commodities sold 
by each. Thesedeflators are applied to the current price sales indices 
to produce constant price series. 

1 The annual Retailing Inquiry involves a sample of 12.000 depending on the 
year and collects, for example, sales information on individual commodities 
such as jewellery or footwear. 
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The indices produced are most useful in making comparisons with 
corresponding months in earlier years, but it is difficult to use them 
to compare different months. This is particularly important for retai I 
sales which are more affected by seasonal variations than any other 
major economic series. It is therefore necessary to provide a valid 
method of comparison of, say, sales in the fourth quarter of a year 
with sales in the first quarter. 

To permit this, seasonal adjustment routines are used to remove the 
normal monthly variations in sales which occur each year. For 
example, sales by clothing and footwear retailers in February are 
only about half those in December. The seasonal adjustment is based 
on the pattern of sales over a number of years and is calculated by a 
standard, widely used, procedure called X-II developed by the 
United States Bureau of the Census. The seasonally adjusted series 
include, where possible, additional adjustments for the timing of 
holidays although there are particularly difficult problems in adjusting 
entirely satisfactorily for the effects of spending around Christmas. 
Seasonal adjustment takes no account of abnormal effects such as 
particularly cold or wet weather in a single month. 

From February 1992, the seasonal adjustment routines have been 
rerun each month using a procedure known as "current updating"; 
previously the seasonal factors used to produce seasonally adjusted 
sales series were estimated only once or twice per year. The change 
in procedure means that the latest sales data contributes to the 
derivation of the seasonal pattern which is therefore more soundly 
based. 

Publication of the index 

The first estimate of retail sales for a given month is published about 
two-and-a-half weeks after the end of the period to which it relates. 
Since the beginning of 1992, the format and content of the publication 
have been improved twice. In January 1992, we began to provide 
earlier estimates of sales by the five broad kinds of business 
mentioned earlier; until then only total retail sales (in current and 
constant prices) had been published at the early stage. 

More recently, in Apri l this year, all Central Statistical Office press 
notices were changed into a uniform First Release format. While this 
improved the presentation of retail sales information generally, it 
also provided an opportunity to meet a British Retail Consortium 
request -to give a little more prominence to year-on-year percentage 
changes. This is the way in which most retailers themselves view the 
results. While this is a natural comparison for retail sales, the 
monthly changes compared with a year earlier need to be interpreted 
carefu lly. Differences in these changes from month to month reflect 
performance in the earlier year as much as in the current year. 

The retail sales index is published earlier than most other monthly 
indicators within the UK and compares well on timeliness with 
corresponding index numbers published by other members of the 
European Community. Early publication is only sensible, however, 
if it can be achieved without major loss in quality. The early 
publication of the retail sales index is justified on this count: since 
the inquiry became compulsory, there appears to be no bias in the 
first estimate, and the average of the absolute revisions between first 
and final estimates is about 0.2 per cent, although response at first 
publication has sometimes fallen below the target rate. The revision 
is small in relation to the long-term month to month variability of the 
index (which approaches one per cent) and does not affect sensible 
interpretation of the movements of the index. 

While the official retail sales index is a timely indicator, it is usually 
published a day or so after the results of the CBI Distributive Trades 
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Survey. The CBI Survey. because it is published so early, attracts 
media attention. It usefully covers a wider range of variables than 
retail sales. However, it is based on responses from around 300 
retailers in comparison with the 3,000 or so responding to the RSI at 
the time of first publication. More importantly, it does not collect 
figures of sales but instead a qualitative judgement of whether the 
volume of sales is higher or lower than a year earlier. 

Retail sales estimates used in consumers' expenditure 

One of the main government uses for the retail sales index is in the 
calculation of estimates of consumer spending used in the national 
accounts. Consumers' expenditure figures are based on a number of 
different sources. These include household surveys such as the 
National Food Survey, and the Family Expenditure Survey which is 
mainly used for estimates of spending on services. Among other 
significant sources, HM Customs and Excise provide figures for 
quantities of alcohol and tobacco on which duty has been paid and 
the Department ofTrade and Industry provide estimates of consumers' 
expenditure on energy. The retail sales index is used to produce 
estimates of spending on most retailed goods other than food, drink 
and tobacco. Altogether, it forms the basis of some twenty per cent 
of total consumers' expenditure estimates. 

The methodology used to produce the retail sales based consumers' 
expenditure figures is complex. The basic information on commodity 
sales is derived from the annual Retailing Inquiry mentioned earlier. 
This inquiry collects information on a number of variables including 
detailed commodity sales headings. The sales figures from the 
inquiry are adjusted in a numberofways to produce annual consumers' 
expenditure estimates. Adjustments include additions to cover 
expenditure in Northern I re land and sales to consumers by wholesalers 
and manufacturers which are not fully covered in the inquiry. An 
estimate of sales by retailers to other businesses is subtracted. 

While the Retail ing Inquiry provides annual estimates of the sale of 
commodities, quarterly estimates are needed fort he national accounts. 
The quarterly series is interpolated and extrapolated from the latest 
annual information using the monthly retail sales index. 

One of the main problems in constructing the quarterly path is that 
consumer spending estimates relate to expenditure on various 
pr oducts, whereas the retail sales index is based on total retail sales 
by different types of r etailer . For example, consumer spending 
figures are published for footwear but the monthly inquiry collects 
only total sales by footwear retailers. The monthly inquiry is 
designed to keep the form-filling burden on retailers to a minimum 
and so a breakdown of the total turnover by individual commodities 
is not requested. 

The basic method used to produce the quarterly current price 
consumer spending series is to estimate movements in sales of 
individual commodities, such as footwear, by movements in the total 
sales of the relevant specialist type of retailer - in this example, 
footwear retailers. If sales by footwear shops increase by five per 
cent on the previous quarter, then a first estimate of consumer 
spending on shoes is that they have increased by five per cent. The 
success of the method for any particular category depends on the 
extent to which the sales are concentrated in specialist shops. 

Many retailers, however, obviously sell a range of products. In 
particular, three types of retailer covered by the inquiry - mixed 
retailers (department stores and large multiples like Marks and 
Spencer), large grocers and general mail order houses - sell a wide 
variety of goods. To attempt to deal with any divergence in the 



pattern of commodity sales through these businesses, their sales are 
projected separately. Within each of the three groups, for example, 
mixed businesses, commodity sales are projected using the monthly 
retail sales indices for the relevant specialist types of retailer, but the 
total of all the commodity series is constrained to the sales for mixed 
businesses as a whole. 

Despite this attempt to overcome the problem of estimating spending 
when mixtures of commodities are sold by businesses, there is still 
the danger that the specialist types of retailer may not be good 
proxies for commodity sales by mixed retailers. Although total 
estimates of spending in any one period should be reasonable, there 
is the possibility that the method may not adapt quickly to changing 
patterns of product sales by mixed businesses. This cou ld lead to 
errors in individual consumers' expenditure series. 

Quarterly commodity inquiry 

Concerns over the problems of commodity mix in the consumer 
spending estimates led to the recommendation that a new quarterly 
retail commodity inquiry be included in the package of measures 
announced by the Chancellor in November 1991 . Two problems 
associated with this proposal were that it would result in an increased 
burden on retailers and that some small businesses would not 
necessarily have the information available. To keep these problems 
to a minimum, information has been collected for just the nine broad 
headings described below compared to the roughly 40 headings in 
the standard annual Retailing Inquiry. In addition, it has been 
collected only from the limited number (around 130) of large 
retailers where the mix of products sold and the size of the business 
is a significant problem for the estimation methods. 

1. Food 
2. Clothing and footwear 
3. Furniture and noor coverings 
4. "White goods", for example, refrigerators and washing 

machines 
5. "Brown goods", for example. televisions and audio 

systems 
6. Other households goods, for example, household texti les 

and do-it-yoursel f supplies 
7. Toiletries and medication 
8. Stationery, photographic goods, toys and games. sports 

goods and jewellery 
9. Alcoholic drink, tobacco and all other retail goods and 

services 

Before introducing the inquiry, discussions were held both with 
users and providers of the data to decide the exact product headings 
to use. Selection of the businesses to approach was based on analyses 
of the forms returned to the annual Retailing Inquiry. The size of the 
business and the mix of products sold were the criteria used in 
determining the sample. 

The inquiry has been operating since the second quarter of 1992 and 
a full year of data has recently become available. This has allowed 
investigations into the reliability of the results. First. the total figures 
for the four quarter period have been compared with the latest annual 
figures available. The correlation has been encouraging and has 
suggested that the inquiry is producing sound estimates. 

Second, the pattern of sales throughout the year has been matched 
with the existing estimates of consumer spending from the mixed 
commodity businesses. The results provide firm figures to measure 
expected seasonal patterns. For example, sales of "brown" goods-

televisions, videos and audio systems- have been projected using the 
same indicator as "white" goods - refrigerators, washing machines 
and so on. This resulted in both series having largely the same 
seasonal path. The results of the quarterly inquiry confirm that sales 
of brown goods have a larger peak in the fourth quarter as a result of 
Christmas sales and that, conversely, sales of white goods have a 
smaller peak. 

Although the inquiry estimates have to date been used as a check on 
consumers' expenditure series. work is now being undertaken to 
incorporate the results fully in the methodology used to convert 
retail sales indices mto the corresponding series required for 
consumers' expenditure. 

Monthly commodity inquiry 

Many users of the monthly retail sales index do not want information 
on total sales by, say, food retailers but rather figures of sales of food. 
This is particularly true of retailers themselves. To collect such 
commodity detail each month from the 5,000 contributors would 
increase the form-filling burden to an unacceptable level and delay 
the publication of the index. 

Instead we have begun to collect monthly data for a five-way 
commodity split from around 45 of the largest retailers who sell a 
mix of commodities. The five commodity groups are: food; clothing 
and footwear; household goods; confectionery, drink and tobacco; 
and other non-food goods. 

This information will permit an alternative presentation of the 
results of the monthly retail sales inquiry which will give a closer 
approximation to sales of commodities than the present figures. For 
example, without collecting the commodity breakdown, the current 
index for food retai lcrs accounts for around 90 per cent of food sales. 
By collecting the commodity breakdown from the 45 retailers, over 

95 per cent of food sales will be included in a new measure. The 
position for other broad commodity headings is much more 
significant. For example, thesalesofclothingand footwear accounted 
for by the current category of clothing and footwear retailers, would 
increase from about 60 percent to probably around 97 percent in the 
new measure, i fthe breakdown is obtained from all45 large retailers. 
These new measures will provide good approximations to the path 
of sales of broad commodity groups without the necessity to approach 
smaller retailers for a disaggregation of their total sales. 

When planning the inquiry, future contributors were contacted 

about the availability of the data. Response suggested that figures 

could generally be supplied and the first forms were despatched in 
January this year. 

To date, retailers have had more difficulty than anticipated in 
providing the information, particularly for historical periods requested 
on a voluntary basis, which would have enabled us to produce 
inquiry results more quickly. The present position is that we are 
aiming to publish some results of the enhanced inquiry early next 
year soon after thirteen months of data are available. 

The monthly commodity figures also, of course, have a potential use 
for consumers' expenditure. While the quarterly retail commodity 
inquiry provides a more detailed breakdown, results are not available 
until after the first estimates of consumers' expenditure are produced. 
Once established, monthly commodity inquiry figures could be used 
as an early indicator in producing the first consumers' expenditure 
estimates each quarter. 
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Further developments 

The move to a statutory monthly inquiry outlined earlier has improved 
the first estimates of sales by detailed types of retailer to the extent 
that they may bepublishable. Estimates are currently available some 
seven weeks aftertheend of the month in Business Monitor SDM28. 
The hope is that some of this detail could be released after around 
three weeks at the same time as the more aggregated figures in the 
First Release. 

One further technical development is to be investigated. As explained 
earlier, the monthly index is essentially derived by projecting 
forward the results of a recent annual inquiry (presently the inquiry 
for 1990). This procedure leads to the possibility of late revisions 
when further annual data become available. We plan to investigate 
alternative estimation procedures which will gross the results of the 
monthly inquiry directly to the known (but changing) population of 
retailers represented on the CSO's register of businesses. If this 
procedure proves technically satisfactory it will provide good quality 
estimates of total retail sales which should be less subject to longer 
term revisions than at present. 

The developments described in this article have already improved 
and will further improve the quality of short term retai l statistics. 
However, even compulsory inquiries require the co-operation of 
their contributors, in particular, iftimelyestimatesareto be available. 
Thanks are due to the inquiry contributors without whom the 
improvements described above could not be made. 
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